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GREEK shipping companies have
continued to rise in number, but the
sector is braced for a scaling back
once the impact of the recession is
fully reflected, a leading shipping
consultancy has said, writes Nigel
Lowry in Athen s.
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GREEK shipping companies have
continued to rise in number, but the
sector is braced for a scaling back
once the impact of the recession is
fully reflected, a leading shipping
consultancy has said, writes Nigel
Lowry in Athen s.

Petrofin Research, a branch of the
Petrofin consultancy headed by Ted Petropoulos, found that the
number of Greek shipmanagement operations rose by 2% this year to
773.
In line with an overall trend towards more modern tonnage, the number
of Greek companies running fleets averaging no more than nine years
of age increased by 16, while the number of fleets of more than 20
years of age decreased by 14.

Port asset disposals show signs of pick -up

“The excellent shipping market until 2008 had prolonged the survival of
[about] 500 owners with over-age vessels,” said Petrofin.

New $500m investment vehicle aims to capitalise on
indications that ports are willing to sell

“However, the current crisis will no doubt witness a significant reduction
in their number via scrapping and sales.”

More Dry Bulk

Petrofin also noted a continuation last year of the drive towards larger and more modern fleets.

Pacific rates to tumble

Although it is usually most pronounced for the bigger ized owners, the trend was also prominent among smaller
owners.

Rates for panamax tonnage in the
Pacific region are set...

“Interestingly enough, it is the Chinese that have been acquiring over-age vessels recently, with Greeks opting for
younger vessels,” Petrofin said.

Loan to help fund Unit ed Cargo
Fleet ship buys

“Thus, the Greeks continue to focus on modern vessels, as these have a longer life span and can better cope with
shipping cycles.”

Short sea operator to get senior
loan of up to $20m...

According to the Petrofin Research study, the average age of the Greek-controlled fleet overall has come down to
17.6 years of age, compared with 23 years as recently
2005.
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